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ABSTRACT 

A treatment of spln-orblt effects in some semi

conductors is given using the effective mass method 

and, orthogonalized-plane-wave type wave functions. 

In this formalism, the spin-orbit splitting of va-

lerce states in the crystal is expressed directly in 

terms of either experimental or calculated values of 

the spin-orbit splitting of the atomic core states. 

The calculation yields values in good agreement with 

experiments for the splitting at r^^, for Si and at 

both Tp^, and L_̂ , for Ge. A demonstration is given 

of the enhancement of the spin-orbit splitting of 

valence states in the crystal over the corresponding 

atomic value. 

The shift in the g-tensor due to spin-orbit 

interactions is studied in Si and Ge. Because of 

crystal selection rules, the usual two band approx

imation to the effective mass sum rule is inadequate 

for Si and, in particular, the core state must be 

consid.ered. When all important states are included, 

the calculations yield values in good agreement with 

1 





experiment. In the case of Ge, it is found that core 

states do not contribute appreciably to the g-tensor. 

However, the calculated value for the shift in the 

transverse component of the g-tensor has an opposite 

sign to the measured one. 

A certain matrix element of the deformation po

tential for Si is also evaluated based on the measured 

shift in the g-value due to strain. The result is 

compared with other deformation potentials in Si. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The effects of spin-orbit (s-o) coupling on the 

electronic properties of crystals have been discussed 

1 6 by several authors. For semiconductors, these 

properties are largely determined by the nature of 

the conduction and valence band edges. In semicon

ductors where these band edges are of p atomic sym

metry and split under the s-o interaction, knowledge 

of the magnitude of their s-o splittings becomes nec

essary in any quantitative calculations. Although 

there have been recently several direct measurements 

7 8 
of the valence state s-o splitting for Si and Ge by 

optical experiments, there is lack of any quan

titative estimate in theory. In this work we attempt 

to estimate the s-o splitting of valence states in 

crystals by treating the s-o interaction as a per

turbation on the crystal states described by orthog

onalized-plane-wave (OPW) type wave functions, which 

are well suited to most semiconductors. But prior to 

this calculation, we treat the s-o splitting of the 

atomic valence wave function, which, just like an OPW 

crystal wave function, consists of a smooth part plus 

4 





occupied core orbitals. In this way, we can make a 

comparison between the splitting in the atom and that 

in the crystal and then demonstrate why the splitting 

gets enhanced in the crystal. Since both the atomic 

valence wave function we use and the OPW crystal wave 

function contain core orbitals, the s-o splitting of 

valence states in the atom and in the crystal can be 

expressed in terms of the s-o splitting of the atomic 

core states in our formalism. We apply the splitting 

calculations to crystalline Si and Ge and obtain val

ues in good agreement with experiment. 

The effect of s-o interaction on the magnetic 

resonance is first of all a shift in the isotropic 

g-value for conduction (or valence) electrons from 

the free electron value of 2.0023- Furthermore, when 

for some semiconductors like Si and Ge the conduction 

band edge consists of several valleys lying in equiv

alent positions along certain symmetry directions in 

the Brlllouin zone (B.Z.), the s-o interaction intro

duces an anisotropy into the single valley g-value, 

which can be expressed as a tensorial quantity. The

oretical treatment of the g-tensor for semiconductors 

or semimetals has been done in the framework of the 

effective mass approximation. In the absence of crys

tal wave functions, a two level approximation to the 

effective mass sum rule was further assumed to evaluate 





the g-tensor for certain materials.-^ -^ In other words, 

for semiconductors, it was assumed that the major con

tribution to the g-shift for conduction (valence) elec

trons came from the s-o splitting of the nearest va

lence (conduction) level. Roth in this way has obtained 

excellent quantitative agreement with experiment for 

the longitudinal g-shift in Ge and the isotropic 

g-value for InSb.^ However, the two level approxim

ation is not always adequate. A typical semiconductor 

which illustrates this failure is Si. The Si valence 

s-o splitting at the conduction edge is very small due 

to special selection rules, and consequently, its con

tribution to the conduction g-tensor is by no means 

dominating. Therefore, we attempt to do a more care

ful analysis. We still work with the effective mass 

approximation in evaluating the g-tensor, but we use 

OPW crystal wave functions to calculate all the matrix 

elements involved in the effective mass formalism. 

With the exception of the transverse component of the 

g-tensor in Ge, excellent agreement with experiment 

is achieved. Since effective mass parameters are in

volved in the g-tensor calculation, we also include a 

section to discuss their evaluation from OPW wave 

functions. 

The spin resonance line-width in semiconductors 
g 

is largely due to a spin-lattice relaxation. Roth^ has 
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proposed a spin-lattice relaxation mechanism for Si, 

which is caused by the modulation of the single valley 

g-tensor by strain. Using the measured value for a 

parameter in the proposed mechanism, we evaluate a 

certain shear deformation-potential matrix element. 

The result is compared with another deformation-poten

tial matrix element obtained either from conductivity 

measurement or from measurement of spin-lattice relax-
li 

atlon rate due to a second mechanism proposed by Roth' 

and, by Hasegawa independ,ently. 

where. 

Part of the work on Si has been reported else-

11 





II. SPIN-ORBIT SPLITTING OF ATOMIC STATES 

It is our aim to treat in this section the s-o 

splitting of atomic valence states in a formalism re

lated to the method we ad,opt later for the crystals 

so that we can see how the s-o splitting of energy 

levels differs in the atom and in the crystal. 

The one electron Hamiltonian as derived from re

ducing the Dirac equation to its non-relativistic 

limit-"-̂  takes the following form 

"̂  o s-o 

2 2 

o 2m Qm^C^ 

^ ^VxP)-a= h-a 
4m C 

The termM" _ is the s-o coupling in which £ is the 

Pauli spin operator. For atomic case where the po

tential V has spherical symmetry, >fg_Q takes the fam

iliar form 

's-o Ji-5 (2.2) 





where s = -feo. The matrix of R_„ with respect to one 

electron states specified by quantum number n,j and I 

is diagonal and has as its elements 

<n,j,^r^.Jn,j,i> = ]^^<i-s>.^^ 

with 
00 

T _ 1 /p 2 i - ^ dr, (2.3) 

where V „ , is the radial wave function for the state, 
n,K/r 

and is normalized according to /QPJ^^ dr = 1. 

The atomic H-F wave functions have been calcu

lated for many substances. With the tabulated wave 

functions we can evaluate numerically the one electron 

s-o coupling strength by (2.3)- However, for atomic 

valence states we choose to take a different approach 

here. The valence radial wave function P̂ ^̂  can be 

represented, by a smooth function which is orthogonal-

ized to all the occupied core states with the same 

symmetry 

P . = N 
ni ^ - ^ f ^ ̂ "'̂ '" - ? V t J (2-̂ ) 

where N is a normalization factor and n' and a are two 

adjustable parameters. The coefficients B^, as deter

mined by the requirement that P̂ ^̂  be orthogonal to the 
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core states, is 

Bt = •2a) /p^„r"e-^^dr (2.5) 
2K^J^tt 

In the core region, the wave function P^^ in (2.4) is 

dominated by its core terms; if we are to calculate 

the s-o integral"^^^ in (2.3) by using the wave func

tion in (2.4), we can neglect the smooth part. Then 

the s-o splitting A^^ of the one electron valence 

state can be expressed in terms of that of the core 

states as 

-<i-5>j...-i,i) XiT^jJu^'i^S^- (̂-̂^ 

The second term is usually smaller than the first one. 

For neutral Ge, the atomic H-F wave functions 

have been calculated by Piper.^^ ^^ ^se his tabulated 

wave functions for ?^^ in (2.3) and also for construct: 

the atomic potential V to obtain the atomic s-o split-

ing for the various states. The atomic potential V 

is assumed to be pure Coulomb potential. Then, -^ in 

(2.3) can be obtained from the tabulated radial wave 

functions by ,- p -, 
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where Z is the atomic number and w^^ is the number of 

electrons occupying the state specified by quantum 

number n and &. The summation is extended over all 

occupied, states. 

The calculated splittings for the core states 

are listed in Tabe I together with the core splitting 

for Si. The calculated value for the atomic 4p split-

ins is A, = 0.15 ev. This is to be compared with the 

^ 4p 

experimental value of Â ^ = O.18 ev deduced from spec

troscopic term values with a configuration of 

4s^4p^ 3p.l4 ĵ̂ g experimental value is about 20^ 

greater than the calculated value. On the other hand, 

we can fit Piper's tabulated wave function reasonably 

well by (2.4) with the following values for the para

meters . 

N = 1.002 

n' = 4 

a = 1.85 

B^ = .006520 (2.8) 
2p 

B3p=-.l987 

Then, from (2.6), (2.8) and core splittings in Table I 

we obtain AK = 0.15 ev, which is exactly the value 

obtained from the original tabulated 4p function. The 

2p - 3P interference term (second term in (2.6)) in 
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A,, amounts to 0.01 ev. 
4p 

In our later discussion of the crystal case, we 

shall evaluate the band s-o splitting for Ge at the 

center of the B.Z. We are then going to compare the 

crystal result with the atomic result obtained by (2.6), 

Through this explicit comparison we hope to Illustrate 

the enhancement of the s-o splitting above atomic val

ues found experimentally in certain crystals. 





III. SPIN-ORBIT SPLITTING OP ENERGY BANDS 

In the framework of the one electron theory, the 

Hamiltonian for an electron in a crystal is given by 

(2.1). It is well known that the eigenstates of Jrf̂  

are represented by Bloch functions and the energy 

eigenvalues form bands in the B.Z. due to the per

iodicity of the crystal potential V. There are dif

ferent methods for calculating eigenfunctions of >f̂  

in practical cases, but by far the most successful method 

for getting valence state wave functions in semiconduc

tors is the OPW method. The crystal valence wave func

tions in terms of OPW's may be separated into a 'smooth' 

plane wave part and a core part similar to the atomic 

valence function (2.4) 

^ « = Za(|k+K|)|(kH-K)>°+Zb« 10^^^, 
K ^ t ~ ~ 

> (3.1) 
K 

Here a is a symbol for the irreducible representation 

used to denote the symmetry of the wave function, k 

is the wave vector and K is the reciprocal lattice 

vector. Plane waves are expressed by (k+K). The 

symbol |>° denotes a properly normalized symmetrized 

combination of plane waves. The second term in (3-1) 
13 
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is the core part, which comes from orthogonalization 

and takes the following form 

0^,«=izZeiJ5-(£n+5)x,V£n-5) (3-2) 
iS'^ .̂ sN R d 

Here Xi-" is the atomic core wave function with symmetry 

specified by a, d is the position of the atom with 

respect to the lattice vector R̂ ,̂ N in the normallz-

ation factor is the number of unit cells in the crys

tal and s denotes the number of atoms per unit cell. 

The normalization of the wave function is such that 

both Y, " and TJJ, ° are normalized to one over the whole 
t k 

crystal. 

For some semiconductors, the s-o coupling strength 

is small compared to the energy gap. In this case, 

V? in (2.1) can be treated as a perturbation term. 
°'s-o ^ ' 

Then in order to evaluate the energy band splitting, 

we must first take matrix elements of }n^_Q with res

pect to states f^"'\±>, where ]+> and 1-> are the two 
•'V 

spin eigenstates of a . An s-o matrix element using 

V/ " in (3.1) can be separated into three parts: 

n'amely, the matrix element between two plane wave 

parts, between a plane wave part and a core part, and 

between two core parts. The last one gives the most 

important contribution. For example, in Si the 
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core-core term is found to be about 96^ of the whole 

matrix element. In Ge, because it has a larger core, 

the core-core term is even more important. Therefore, 

for the purpose of evaluating the s-o matrix element, 

we represent the valence wave function by its core 

part only. In this way a general matrix element of 

M" takes the following form: 
s-o 

<*k"^l^s-ol*k'*> Vt,<,t^^,t'<Xt°l^lx?,> (3.3) 

To obtain the right hand side of the above equation 

we have assumed that there is no overlap between the 

core orbitals centered around different lattice points. 

The operator h^ in <X^"'\'n^\x^?> is used to denote a 

definite component of h determined by the symmetry a 

and, p. 

We notice that the matrix element <x^ ''̂ il>̂ t ̂  

is connected with the s-o splitting of the core states. 

Therefore, the s-o splitting of the crystal valence 

states like that of the atomic valence state, can be 

expressed in terms of the splitting of all the occupied 

core states, the magnitude of which can be obtained 

either from x ray data or from calculation using a 

model crystal potential and tabulated atomic wave 

functions. The coefficients b^ ^ can be expressed in 

terms of the plane wave coefficients a (k+K) in (3.1) 
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and the orthogonalization coefficients B^(k+K) used in 

the usual OPW band calculation: 

, « ^ = - Z«a(|k+K|)B,(k+K)e^S-^ (3_^^ 

where a in the summation sign indicates that this is 

a symmetrized sum for a irreducible representation. 

From (3.4) it is seen that the magnitude of (bĵ  ̂ ) bĵ  ̂ , 

in (3.3) depends on the number of terms we take in the 

expansion into symmetrized combination of OPW's for 

the valence wave functions. Any truncation of the 

infinite secular determinents arising in the OPW method 

not only leads to unavoidable errors to the energy 

eigenvalues but also to larger errors in the s-o 

splitting. Therefore in any calculation of the s-o 

splitting, it is advisable to study the convergence. 

In order to illustrate the general procedures 

outlined above and to make explicit use of the crystal 

symmetry we take up in the following section diamond 

type crystals. 





IV. DIAMOND TYPE CRYSTALS 

There have been extensive studies on the energy 

bands for crystals with diamond, structure. In partic

ular, the band structures without s-o coupling for Si 

and Ge are sketched in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 respectively 

For both substances, the valence edge is at T^^, • 

The conduction edge for Si lies at k = (A,0,0) along 

A with A = 0.85 .^ , and that for Ge lies at L-, . 
l a 

For these substances, ̂ g_g in (2.1) can be treated as 

a perturbation term. Therefore, using the method out

lined in the above section, we try to evaluate the 

splitting of the valence states at positions in the 

B.Z. corresponding to both the valence edge and to 

the conduction edge, or at T^^, and A^ for Si and 

Fpp-, and L,,, for Ge. 

The diamond structure consists of two inter

penetrating face-centered cubic sublattlces. We take 

as the origin of our coordinate system a point mid

way between two adjacent lattice points and distinguish 

17 
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the core orbitals in (3.2) centered around the two 

sublattlces by a superscript 1 or 2 and denote the 

valence wave function by its core part only. In 

accordance with these conventions we list in the 

following some useful wave functions 

^S.^^2f'(*2z^-*2z')-^f'(*3z'V) 

- V(V-*xy') (̂ -) 

V = ^2p '(*2z'-*2z') + V(*2y'+*2y') 

^3P '(*3.-^)^^3p'(*3y^*3y ̂  

A^ n o A, 

N d '(*zx'-*zx') - 3̂d'( V H x ' ) ^'-^^ 

L3/' - ^^p''(*2y',+-*2y',-) " (̂ 2p'' )*(*2y',-+*2y' ,H 

-^3?'(*3y,.-4s-)-^^3p'')*(*3y.,>4.,.^ 
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^3' r*l rf,2 X ,.^3' ^*,A ^2 
'3d,y'z'^*y'2',+"*y'z',-+ Nl!y'z.(*y'z',+-*y'z',-) " ^^iy-z') ^ *y' z ' ,--*y', + ) 

+^3d!y'x'(*y'x',+-*?'x',-) - (^3d!y'x')*(*y'x',--*y'z',H-V 

S'^' = ^^p''(*2z',+-^4',-) - (4p'')*(4.,-+4',+) 

-^^?'(*3z',.<-,-)-(^3p'')*^*3z.,-<.,+) 

+^d!y'z'^*y'2_,,2^^-«^,2_^,2^_) 

- (^3d!y'z')*(*J,2_^,2^_-*z'x',+^ 

+ '=3d!yx'(*z'x',+-*z'x',-) 

^^3d!y'x')*(*z'x',--*z'x',+^ 

(4.3) 

We have used the irreducible representation symbols 

to denote the wave functions with superscripts spec

ifying the symmetry type. The wave functionsL^, are 

expressed in terms of primed coordinates in which x' 

refers to the (1,1,1) direction. We have omitted the 

subscript k of 0, in (4.1) and ^ . 2 ) , but in (4-3) we 

have used the subscripts + or - to specify k being 
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(|,i,i)2Z or -(i,t,4).^. It is also to be noted that 

we have only included core states up to the atomic 3d 

state in the wave functions. Some of the coefficients 

b and b' will later be given explictly in terms of 

a(|k+K|) , and B^(k+K). 

At r23, 

The valence state r^^, is six fold degenerate 

(spin degeneracy included). When we treat H^_^ as a 

perturbation on A in (2.1), we only take into consid

eration the three degenerate orbital states, one of 

which is given explictly in (4.1), and the two spin 

eigenstates |+> and ]-> of a^. With respect to these 

states, the only nonvanishing matrix elements of •^'•^_^ 

are : 

<^S.^IVolrg-^>^^^U"2p''l'<^2zl^lX2,> 

-1^3f'l'<^3zlNlX3x>-^(«^(^2?')*4?')x 

<X2jhyIX3x> - I^^d'^'l'<Xyzl\lXxy>J 

s + i S (4 .4) 

.„xy +(Li ipzx _ , ,pyz ^,'y> I r^ +> 
<^25'^ s-o^ 25<'^-^' a n a < i 2 5 i - l s - o ' 2 5 ' 
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together with their complex conjugates. The Hamiltonian 

is then a 6 X 6 matrix: 

1 ° 
0 

0 

0 

i I S * 

\ - S * 

0 

0 

s* 

IS 

0 

0 

0 

s 

0 

-s 

0 

0 

0 

- i s * 

- s* 

0 

0 

0 

- I S 

0 

0 

0 

0 

s* 

-s ^ 

0 

0 

0 

s 

° / 
(4.5) 

This matrix can be reduced to two identical 3 x 3 

matrices. In other words, the s-o split levels are 

at least doubly degenerate. This Kramer's degeneracy 

is due to space inversion and time reversal symmetry 

of the Hamiltonian. After dlagonallzatlon of the Ham

iltonian, we see that the T^^, state splits into two, 

for which the energy shifts are: 

and 

AE = IS (quartic degenerate) 

AEg =-2iS (doubly degenerate) (4.6) 

Since most of the s-o matrix elements in S are connected 

with the atomic core s-o splittings, the valence s-o 

splitting in the crystal can be conveniently obtained 
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through the splitting of the core states Agp, A^^ and 

Â -, as follows 

Vo(^25.)^ l ^ 2 ? l ^ W l ^ P '^3p-f'^3d^'l^3d 

-6(Re(^2?')*^3?')<^2zlNlX3x> (̂ -7) 

According to (3-4), the coefficient b's in terms of 

plane wave and orthogonalization coefficients are 

equal to 

+ . . . . 

,,^25'.^a'25'(^) B3,(0) + {3 a'25'(2^) B3, 
i\|3 

Here we have used orthogonalization coefficients which 

depend only on the magnitude |k+Kl of the wave vectors, 

given in units of 2'/T/a in the argument of B^. The 

variation of B,(k+K) with the directions of a set of 

wave vectors of the same magnitude has been absorbed 

into the numerical factors in (4.8). 

In any quantitative evaluation of the splitting 

of r„^, according to (4.7), we first need the split 

ting of the core states. This can be obtained either 
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from experimental x ray data or from calculation. On 

the experimental side, Tomboulian and Cady have com

pleted the identification of the x ray emission lines 

2p3/2^ 2s and 2p^^ 2s for the second row of the per

iodic table. Their value for the 2p s-o splitting of 

Si is listed in the first line of Table I. By invoking 

Slater's rule that the missing electron gives an extra 

screening charge of 0.3 ev, we can use Tomboulian 

and Cady's values to estimate the 2p splitting in neu

tral Si (second line of Table I). As for Ge, there is 

only an experimental value for the 2p core s-o split

ting by Tyren"'"''' from K-emission data. This value and 

the corrected value for neutral Ge are also listed. 

On the other hand, to calculate the core s-o 

splitting we assume that the crystal potential has 

spherical symmetry in the vicinity of each atomic 

site. Then, its value can be obtained by (2.3). 

We have already done this for Ge in Section II and we 

calculate now the 2p core splitting for Si based on 

crystal potential and atomic core wave functions used 

by Kleinman and Phillips-^^ in their Si band calcu

lation. All the calculated results are listed in 

Table I. In all the subsequent calculations we shall 

use the corrected experimental value for the Si 2p 

core s-o splitting and the calculated values for the 

three Ge core (2p, 3p and 3d states) splittings. 
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To obtain the plane wave and, orthogonalization 
r r 
'25 ' 25' 

coefficients for the evaluation of b ^ and b^^ 

in (4.8) for Si, we rely upon K and P's crystal wave 

functions. For Ge, we use the H-F atomic wave func

tion by Piper"''̂  and a computer program furnished by 

F. Bassani and M. Yoshimine to run the Ge OPW crystal 

wave function on an IBM 704 computer. We Include in 

the appendix a brief discussion on this calculation 

and a list of the orthogonalization and plane wave 

coefficients. The corresponding Si values may be 

obtained from K and P. 

With the core splittings and coefficients b and 

b', we evaluate the s-o splitting of the V^^, state 

for Si and Ge by successively taking more and more 

plane waves in (4.8). The convergence of the cal

culation Is shown in Fig. 3. After about 80 plane 

waves the calculated splitting is expected to change 

by no more than 7fo, because the plane wave coefficients 

for any higher K are very small. This expectation is 

represented by dotted lines in Fig. 3 indicating 

approximate convergence. In the study of convergence, 

we have neglected the contribution from 2p - 3p inter

ference term in (4.7) to A^^^; this Is to be corrected 

in the final result. The s-o splittings for Ge and 

Si thus obtained are ^li^ir^^,) = 0.042 ev and 
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A'^® (r„n,) = 0.29 ev. They are to be compared with 
s-o^ 25 

the experimental values of ^Q_Qi^25'^ " 0.0441 ± 

.0004 ev''' and Ag®Q(r2c,) = 0.3 ev. The agreement in 
pip 

both cases is good. In the calculation for ^Q_Qi'^25^'^ 

we find that the 3d state contributes only 2% (of 

opposite sign to the contribution from p states) and 

the 2p state 4^ to this value. 

As r , is of atomtp symmetry type, we compare 

A^® (r ) with A?® of Section II. We notice that 
s-o^ 25' 4p 

acoord,lng to calculations the splitting in crystal is 

about 2 times larger than that in the atom. To see 
r 
25 ' 

how this enhancement comes about we compare b,̂. of 

(4.8) with NB in (2.6). The average value of the 
2p ' r 

orthogonalization coefficients B^(lk+Kl) in b,̂^ is 

about the same in magnitude as the corresponding B^ 

for the atomic wave function. However the rest of 

b 25'^ which is essentially a summation of plane wave 

coefficients, adds up to I.78 for about 80 plane 

waves in (4.8) while in the atomic case N = 1.02. 

Physically, this difference in normalization constants 

means that the wave function in crystal gets contracted 

in the core region of each atomic site. It is this 

contraction which gives rise to an enhancement of the 

s-o splitting. For Si, the same enhancement is noticed; 

the atomic splitting h^^ = 0.0* ev from spectroscopic 
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term values-"-*̂  with the configuration 3s2 3p2 3p. Since 

at present there are no atomic H-F wave functions cal

culated for neutral Si, it is not possible to carry 

out a calculation similar to what we did for Ge in 

Section II to demonstrate the enhancement. 

Along A^ for Si 

The s-o splitting of the energy bands along A^ in 

diamond structure solids has been qualitatively dis

cussed by Englert.-''̂  Although he uses tight-binding 

type wave functions while we use OPW crystal wave 

functions, the qualitative features of our results 

are the same since they all depend on the crystal 

symmetry only. 

For simplicity we consider explicitly the case 

for Si in this section. We first consider the region 

near the zone edge X^ and then the region near T^^,. 

In the former region, we are far away from the zone 

center. Then in studying the s-o splitting of the A^ 

valence band, we only need take the tvro degenerate 

states A^^ and ^^'^ into consideration, one of which 

is given in (4.2). With respect to these states, the 

only nonvanishing matrix elements of Jl g_Q are: 

<X2y|hJX2,> (̂ -9) 
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and their complex conjugates. Then, the degenerate 

Â - state splits into two states, each doubly degenerate 

(Kramer's degeneracy), and the splitting is equal to 

In terms of parameters in OPW type band calculations, 
A A 

the coefficients b ^ and b' -̂  are: 

b,/5 . 4^ J 1 ^(r?;^) B J 62,2) 

, — ^ a^5( (£+1)2+4) B ( (̂ 6+1)2+4)̂ ...! 
7(6+1)2+4 2P -• 

bi^ = - i ? r - ^ a^5^J62+2) B„ (/62+2) + 
2p _ 2 2p^ 

6̂ +2 

A^ 
^ - a 5(7(5-1)2+4) B2p(,/('6-l)̂ +V; + 

/( 6-1)2+4 

(4.11) 

using the direction independent orthogonalization co

efficients as in (4.8). Here (6+1,0,0) is the pos

ition in the B.Z. und,er consideration in units of 

27r/a. According to the terms listed in (4.11), the 
A A 

difference in lb_ ^\ and |b' ̂ 1 is due to one con-
2p 2p 

tainlng the (6+1,2,0) set of plane waves and the 
other the (6-1,2,0) set. The first thing to be noted 
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is that at Xj^(6=0), Ibg ^\ is equal to ib^p^l- Then, 

according to (4.10) 

ASI^(X^) = 0 , (4.12) 

which is consistent with the prediction by Elliott 

using the theory of the double group. Next, we go 

away from XK toward the zone center but keep |6l small. 

By (4.10) and (4.11), the s-o splitting of the A^ 

state reflects the properties of the wave functions 

Ac A 

through the difference between b^ -̂  and b' -'. How

ever, the orthogonalization coefficients and the num-
Ac A 

erical factors in \h^ ^\ and Ib^p^l are not sensitive 

functions of k; their product only changes about Ifo 

when |6| changes from 0 to 0.5- Therefore, the dif-

ference is mainly due to the coefficients a -". The 

secular determinants for A and X̂ ^ in the OPW method 

have identical off-diagonal elements; only their di-
%,2 p 

agonal elements ^{k.+K)'' differ. Therefore, by using 
^ 2m '̂  ~ 

perturbation technique, we can establish that 

An '4, ̂ . 
a 5(j(6+i")2+4) = a^.r5) (l+|l6l) 

st^{[{6-lf+K) = E^'^iE) (l-||6l), (4.13) 
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when 6 is small. It is then evident from (4.10) that 

A (A ) is proportional to |6J if higher order terms 
s-o ^ 5 ' 

are neglected. To determine the proportionality con

stant, we calculate the s-o splitting of A^ at the 

onduction band edge ko for Si (6=-0.15 at k). The 

calculation using the band parameters of K and P 

establishes that 

ASijA3) = 0.17l6|AS^Jr23,) , ' (near X^) 

(4.14) 

where 6 is in units of 2ir/a as before. 

We now go to the region in the vicinity of 

k = 0. First we would like to mention that although 

there is a splitting for F^^,, the lower doubly de

generate level goes to A^ (in the notation of the 

double group) associated with the orbital state A^,. 

So, as far as the orbital state A^ is concerned, the 

splitting is zero at the zone center. In the vicinity 

of k = 0, we have to take the Ap, state into consid-

oration when studying the s-o splitting of A^. The 

conduction state A^ does not have much Influence since 

the conduction-valence energy gap is about 30 times 

larger than the A^ s-o splitting. Using the three 

states An^, A ^ , and Ag, as a basis we dlagonalize 

the s-o Hamiltonian and get the energy shift for 
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the An level as: 
5 

ŝ-o(̂ 5) = *'IV%'^''^-°^'25') 

(T, F , ̂s-o^^25'V 8 Si^, ^ , 
^j^^A^'^Ag.^ 3 ' + 9 s-o^^25'^ ' 

(near F^^,) (4.15) 

In getting (4.15), we have assumed that all band 

parameters appropriate to small k are given by those 

at k = 0. Furthermore, in the vicinity of k = 0, 

E. and E. are given in terms of hole effective 
A A 

-^ . 20,21 ,, , 
mass parameters so that 

E. (k) - E. (k) = (M-L)k2 (4.16) 
^5 2' 

The values of M and L for Si as deduced from experi

ments""" '^^ are M = -6.1 and L = -2.8 in units of 

iiV2m. Therefore, we can use (4.15) to get a quan

titative estimate of the s-o splitting for A^ near 

the center of the B.Z. 

In summary, we see that at the zone center, the 

s-o splitting for An is equal to zero. As we move away 

from the center, the splitting increases and then 

decreases to zero again at the zone edge. A sketch of 

A^^ (An) vs. k^ is given in Pig. 4. 
s-o ^ 5 X 
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At L^, and Along A-, for Ge 

To evaluate the s-o splitting at L3, for Ge, we 

still treat >t as a perturbation on the doubly 

(orbital) degenerate state L,,, the wave functions of 

which are given in (4.3). The calculated results vs. 

number of plane waves taken for the basis functions 

is again shown in Fig. 3- We take as our calculated 

result A (L^,) = O.18 ev after putting in correction 
s-o^ 3 
Ĝe 
s-c 

due to 2p - 3p cross term. The most recent experimental 

value from a reflectivity measurement by Cardona and 

Sommers® is AgfQ(L ) = O.I8 ev. In the calculation, 

we find again as in the calculation for ^^^0(^25'^ "̂̂ ^̂  

the most important state which contributes to the 

valence state (both V and L3,) splitting of Ge is 

the 3p core state. The 3d state contributes a value 

of less than ifa and 2p a value of about 4^ of the 

total splitting. These facts are readily understand

able. First, the 3d state is not important because 

there should not be too much d character in the crystal 

valence states we are considering, which evolve mainly 

from the atomic 4p state. Second, the 2p state does 

not contribute appreciably because it has a small 

radius, resulting in small values for the 2p orthogonal

ization coefficients B^ • 

Next, we discuss qualitatively the behaviour of 
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the s-o splitting of A3 in going from V^^, to L3, 

along the (ill) axis in the B.Z. In examining (4.1) 

and (4.3) we see that r^n, contains bonding p character 

1 2 
(antibonding d character), or 0 - 0 type wave 

functions while L,, contains antibonding p character 

1 2 (bonding d character), or 0 + 0 type wave functions. 

Along A,, there is no inversion symmetry in the group 

of the k vector; hence, both bonding and antibonding 

types are allowed in the wave function. Somewhere 

along A,, the weight of the two types must be equal. 

Then, according to procedures which lead to (4.10), the 

s-o splitting should vanish at this point. This shows 

that the s-o split levels along A3 have a cross-over. 

We shall see in Section V that under a two band approximation 

the longitudinal g-tensor for conduction electrons in 

Si is related to the s-o splitting of the A^ valence 

state and is larger than the free electron g-value 2.0C23. 

When we go from A to L3,, we encounter a cross-over 

in the s-o split levels. Since the s-o splitting at 

L,,, is related to the longitudinal g-tensor for con

duction electrons in Ge, it becomes smaller than 2.0023 

under a two level assumption which is consistent with 

experiments. 





V. g-Tensor 

As we have seen in the last section, there 

exists a Kramer's degeneracy in the energy bands of 

diamond type crystals even with s-o interaction. How

ever, if we put the crystals under a magnetic field 

of strength H, the two fold degeneracy is lifted. The 

Hamiltonian in (2.1) then has an additional term 

where p is the Bohr magneton. In the absence of s-o 

interaction, g becomes a scalar quantity and is equal 

to 2.0023. On the other hand, in addition to a 

diamagnetic contribution, the orbital motion of the 

electron under a magnetic field changes the value of 

g from 2.0023 through s-o coupling. For some semi-

cond,uctors when the conduction band edges consist of 

several valleys and lie along symmetry axis instead 

of at the origin of the B.Z., the electron energy 

surface may no longer be a sphere even if the crystal 

possesses cubic symmetry. In this case, s-o inter

action introd,uces anisotropy into the g-value and, 

33 
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makes it a tensorial quantity as indicated in (5.1). 

To obtain in theory the d,epend,ence of ̂  on the details 

of the orbital motion of Bloch electrons is in general 

a difficult task because the magnetic interaction can 

not be treated as a perturbation on Bloch states which 
2 

have a quastcontinuous energy spectrum. For Na, Yafet" 

used a cellular method to solve numerically the mag

netic Schrodinger equation to obtain the g-factor. 

For paramagnetic ions embedded, in crystalline salts, 

we abandon the band picture and regard the electron 

as localized at the ion position. Then, with respect 

to the discrete atomic states, the electronic inter

action with crystalline field and magnetic field can 

be treated by perturbation theory. This localized 

electron picture does not apply to conduction electrons 

in semiconductors. Nevertheless, since only states 

in the immediate vicinity of band edges are important, 

we can ignore the k dependence of the g-tensor and use 

the effective mass approximation. In this approximation, 

general formula for the g-tensor are contained in 

several papers'^'^ and need not be repeated here. For 

some semiconductors like Si and Ge, details of energy 

band structure are known and use can be made of the 

symmetry properties of various states to obtain 

selection rules for the matrix elements involved in 
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the effective mass formalism. In this way Roth 

derived the following formula for the g-shift of con

duction electrons in Si and Ge by treating ̂  as a 

perturbation. 

6gf = 6g f . Re | j ^ . ^ ^ < A j P ^ l A ^ ^ > < A ^ ^ | h j A - > 

X <A^^1PJA^> 

*-'\%^^^^^KK.><.^-,K> 

X <A^^ |PJA^> , 

•sf = <.^-i^^„i;^<'j^zi'?>-ri\i':> 

X <A:;ipjai> 

+ Re ^ E - l - < A j h lAl^^XA^^lP J A S 
^^.Tv V ^ o v ^ 1' y' 5 ^ 5 -' 1' 

X <A;;IPJA,> 

+ K e | , Z ^ < A , l P j A ^ ^ < A ^ ^ l p j A - > 
M,,v o|i, ov 

X <A^^lhy|A^> , (5 .2) 
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and 

X <L^f IP̂ ,|L̂ > 

+ H e A , ^^<Ljh^,lL^><L^iP,,|L-> 
M,,v Oil ov 

X <L^f 1P2,|L^> 

^.f ^ < z- ̂  He iL .^V-<hl^'l-?r><^^rib,,lL^,> 
1 y >z |j.,v op, ov -" 

. V 
X<L^,|P^,lV 

-Hei,Z^-i-<Ljh^,|L^^'><Lf'lP,lL^,> 
|j,,v ou ov J -̂  

X <L^,|Px,IV 

-Hei.^V-<hI^z'l-^^'><-?"l^x.l-r'> 
|i,,v oil ov 

X <L^^'lhy|L^>. . (5.3) 

In (5-3), the primed coordinate x' is used to denote 

the (1,1,1) direction, which is the principal axis of 

the electron energy ellipsoid in Ge. The expression 

contains the linear momentum P matrix elements from 
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the effective mass approximation and the matrix elements 

of h from s-o coupling. See Figs. 1 and 2 for relevent 

energy levels. Note the core states with superscript 

"t". 

Effective Mass 

From the formula for the g-tensor in the effective 

mass formalism like (5.2) or (5.3), we see that any 

calculation of the g-tensor involves calculation of 

s-o and momentum matrix elements. Calculation of s-o 

matrix elements from OPW crystal wave functions has 

already been discussed. We now discuss the evaluation 

of electron effective mass with OPW type wave functions, 

which involves the calculation of momentum matrix 

elements. 

We rewrite the OPW function in a general form 

without explicitly specifying its symmetry 

'^ = k ̂ ^^^S^l J = '̂̂ "̂'̂ •̂ '- I B,(i^-5£)*t,k+Kj (5. 4) 

where 0, , ^ is defined similar to 0° y. in (3.2) and 

the normalization Is such that the plane wave part of 

* is normalized to 1 over the whole space. The 

momentum matrix element is then evaluated 
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o j /\y o j Arf av l\. 

S a*(k+K)a(k+K') lh(k+K) 
K,K 

(6, , ^ , - 2 Z B*(k+K)B (k+K ' ) : 

+ Z B;(k+K)B (k+W)<xJPlXt,>J (5.5) 
t , t ' 

where 

< * J V = ^ a(k+K)*a(k+K')[6 - Z B;(k+K)B,(k+K')]e5.6) 
^ ^ K,K' ^ ~ -̂  t 

Since absolute square of the orthogonalization co

efficients is small compared with 1, the last two 

terms in (5.5) are normally negligible. In addition, 

the normalization factor in (56) may counter-balance 

the two additional factors due to the core orbitals 

depending on the sign and the magnitude of the 

momentum matrix element <X,t'~'^t>- "̂̂ ^̂  cancellation 

has been found by K and P in their calculation of the 

electron and hole effective mass for Si. In a 

similar calculation for Ge in this section, we hope 

that this cancellation still prevails. Therefore, we 

shall take the plane wave part only for the OPW wave 

function and at the same time neglect the core 
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contribution to the normalization factor. 

The two components of electron effective mass 

in Ge are given by 

A two level approximation is sufficient for the 

evaluation of (5-7)• For m/m* the relevent two levels 

are the conduction band L-̂  and the valence band L3, ; 

for m/m* they are L^ and Lg,, which lies above the 

conduction band in energy. By using the experimental 

energy gap value E, - E, =2.1 ev^^ ^^^ ĵ /m* and 
^1 3' 

our calculated gap value E - E 1 = -4.8 ev for 
'1 ^2' 

m/m*, the effective mass components are found to be 
"i 

(m/m*)gg = 12 and (m/m*)^,^ = 0.52. Comparing these 

with the experimental values of {m/m^)^^ = 12 and 

(m/m*) = 0.61 from cyclotron resonance, we see that 

the agreement is satisfactory. Our calculated value 

-4 8 ev for E - E 3 is probably too small in mag-
L^ 2' 

nitude. A better energy gap value may improve the 

agreement in the case of (wm^JQg-

Phillips,''"̂  using the crystal wave function for 

Ge obtained by his interpolation scheme, evaluated 
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(m/m*) to be 6.7, or only about one half of the ex-
^ • t' Ge 

perimental value. It is suspected that this Is due 

to a computational mistake rather than usage of an 

incorrect value for the energy gap as conjectured by 

Phillips in his paper. 

The Ge hole effective mass parameters have not 

been calculated here because we are not going to 

consider the g-factor for holes in this work. The 

calculation of electron and hole effective mass tensor 
-1 Q 

components for Si has been done by K and P. 

Two Band, Approximation 

From (5.2) and (5-3), we would think it natural 

that the s-o splitting of the nearby valence band 

should be responsible for the shift in the g-value of 

the conduction electron. Then, in theoretical eval

uation for the conduction g-tensor, the momentum 

matrix elements involved can be obtained from the 

effective mass and the spin-orbit matrix element from 

the measured splitting of the valence band, or the 

atomic spin-orbit splitting. Also, the energy gap 

involved may sometimes be obtained from optical data. 

In this way, agreement between the estimated g-value 

and, the experimental one provid,es us with another 

internal consistency check of the one electron theory. 
4 

Roth's calculation along this line for 6gj| in Ge 

gives good agreement with experiment. Also, her 
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estimated value for the spin-orbit splitting at L3, 

for Ge^ was confirmed by our detailed calculation and 
o 

by the experiments of Tauc and Abraham and the recent 

o 

ones of Cardona and Sommers. In this section, how

ever, we shall demonstrate a case where two band 

approximation is no longer sufficient. 

Let us assume a two band case for Si. Then, we 

have for the longitudinal shift 

^1 5 

From K. and P.'s calculation only A^ contributes 

appreciably to the electron effective mass at A-j_. 

Then the value of the momentum matrix element in (5.8) 

can be taken from the effective mass. The s-o matrix 

element has been calculated for k^ in Section IV and 

the energy gap can be taken from K. and P.'s band 

calculation. If we take (^*)sj_ = 5.2, E^ - E^ = 

4.7 ev,"""̂  and A = .0011 ev from (4.14), the 
^ ° -3 

magnitude of 6gi| is evaluated to be .98 X 10 . 

Next we consider the question of sign. From (5.8) 

we see that the sign of 6g|j is determined by the sign 

of i<A^|h I A S , which can be related to the atomic 
1 _̂  X 1̂  

core s-o matrix element by 
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An o A 
1/Ay -

_Si 

f<A^|hjA^> = (Ib^pSl^- Ib^Sl^) 1 <Xy|hJx,>. (5.9) 

Prom (4.6) and the fact that the quartic degenerate 

state, which corresponds to an atomic P3/2 state, lies 

above the doubly degenerate one at F, it is readily 

established that the sign of i<Xy|h^lX2> is negative. 

Furthermore, from the discussion of s-o splitting and 

specifically from (4.11) and (4.13), we see that 

lb' 51 < |b^5|at k . Then according to (5.8), 6g'| 
' 2p 2p o I 

has a positive sign. The question of sign for 6g'| 

26 
was first pointed out by Yafet. A rough estimate 

for 6g?"̂  in the two band case gives it a negative 

value, the magnitude of which is one fifth of that of 

6S,|. 

In short, assuming a two band case for Si, the 

calculated values for the conduction g-tensor do not 

27 
show any agreement with the experimental values which 

not only give a negative 6gii but also a 6g| larger 

in magnitude than 6g|j. For Ge, however, a two band 

calculation gives a negative 6g|| consistent with ex

periment. This reversal in sign from Si to Ge is 

reflected in the s-o split levels for the valence band 

by the cross-over along A discussed in Section IV. 
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Calculation of g-Tensor 

Prom the failure of a two-band approximation, 

we see that the problem of g-tensor in Si is com

plicated. It is not possible to evaluate the 

shift purely from experimental parameters. For Si, we 

use K and P wave functions to calculate some of the 

matrix elements involved. First of all, because of 

the selection rule <Xî "|h 1 X,̂ '̂> = 0, we expect that 

the largest contribution comes from the interband s-o 

matrix element <Â '̂ |hlÂ "'> ~ <yii^^\h\x^^ >. It is 

found that the most important terms in the g-shift for 

Si involve matrix elements of this form when one of the 

levels involved belongs to the 2p core state, which 

is far below the conduction band. The reason that 

such a low lying state can make important contributions 

to the g-shift is due to the small magnitude of the 

s-o splitting of the valence A^ state at ko, which 

we have calculated in Section IV. Therefore, the gain 

in s-o matrix element by going to the 2p core, even 

after being off-set by the loss due to the energy 

denominator, still gives dominating contributions. 

In the calculation of the momentum matrix element 

between valence states, we follow the discussion 

in effective mass evaluation and use the plane 

wave part of the crystal wave function. In the 
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evaluation of the momentum matrix element Involving 

core states, we use the Slater type analytic wave 
28 

functions for the core used by Woodruff. See Table 

II for the relative importance of different terms in 

calculating the Si g-tensor. The calculated results 

for 6g^^ and 6g?"̂  are listed in Table III together 
27 

with their experimental values by Wilson and Feher. 

After the investigation for Si, we come to ask 

ourselves whether a two band approximation is sufficient 

for Ge, especially, what is the role of the various 

core states involved. For this investigation, we 

use our own Ge crystal wave function. We do not want 

to consider any term in Eq. (5.3) which contains core 

states twice; (these are very small because-of the 

square of a large energy denominator involved). So 

we have to mix one of the valence states to the con

duction state by a momentum operator and then mix this 

valence state to one of the core states by the s-o 

operator in order to get any appreciable contribution 

to the g-tensor. Since we have seen in the previous 

section that there is largely 3p character in the va

lence states involved, we need only consider the 3p 

core state. Investigation along this line shows that 

the core contributions to both 6g|| and 6g| are 

negligible. Then, a two band approximation (L^ and 
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Ge 

Lo, states in Fig. 2) should be sufficient for 6g|j . 

For 6g?'̂ the most important contribution comes from 

the first temi in the appropriate formula in (5.3) 

when the three bands involved are L , L3, and L^, 

of Fig. 2. The contribution from other terms is very 
4 

small. In particular Agi' in Roth's original notation 

amounts only to 1^ of the most important term. This 

verifies Phillip's conjecture as mentioned in Roth's 

paper. Since there are very few bands involved, we 

can use the experimental values for the effective 

mass and the s-o splitting in the calculation of 

conduction g-tensor whenever this is applicable. The 

calculated values are listed in Table III. 

It is to be noticed that the calculated value 

for 6g| has the right magnitude but the wrong sign 

as compared with the experimental one by Wilson and 

Feher.^5 Several possible causes for this discrepancy 

may be mentioned. The one-electron approximation and 

the effective mass formalism have been tested in many 

ways in other experiments and in the other parameters 

calculated here, with good agreement between experiment 

and theory. The present calculation is rather insen

sitive to the band structure because the most important 

energy denominator E,. - E. is taken from experiment, 
1J]_ IJ3 , 

and because the momentum matrix elements are close to 
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those of nearly free electron wave functions. Further 

there is no selection rule for the s-o matrix elements, 

which are normal. It therefore appears most likely 

that an error in sign has been made. A careful search 

has been mad,e, but with no success. 





VI. Spin-Lattice Relaxation in Si 

Roth^ has proposed a spin-lattice relaxation 

mechanism for donor electrons in Si, which is the 

whole relaxation mechanism when the magnetic field is 

in the (100) direction (x-directlon). This mechanism, 

according to Roth, arises from the interaction which 

is responsible for the modulation of the single valley 

g-tensor val'ues when the crystal is under uniaxial 

stress along the (111) direction. The interaction 

takes the following form: 

^ = Af^e ( a H + a H ) + cycl. perm 
21 yz^ y z z y 

.) , (6.1) 

where p is the Bohr magneton and e^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ °°'^' 

ponent of the strain tensor. When the Si sample is 

put under stress in the (ill) direction, the Ag, state 

which is very close to the A^ conduction band edge 

gets mixed into A^ through the shear deformation po

tential component E if the effect of crystal deform-

y" 47 
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atlon on the electronic states is treated by perturbation 

theory. Roth argued that in view of the small energy 

gap between A^ and Ag, at the band edge (0.35 ev 

according to our calculation), the most important terms 

in the parameter A should involve Ag, at least twice 

and are equal to 

41 <Ag,lP^|Ag,><A^,lEyjA^> 

^ " ^ E^ E 
^12' ^15 

{<AjPylA3y><A3yihylA2,> + <AjhylA3^<A3^|Py|A,2,> 

(6.2) 

We have Investigated all the remaining terms in the 

perturbation expansion for A, paying particular attention 

to the core states and we have estimated that their 

net contribution amounts to no more than 10^ of the 

two terms already listed in (6.2). Wilson and Feher2^ 

in their experiments measured the change in the con

duction g value when the Si sample is put under stress 

along the (111) direction and hence the parameter A. 

On the other hand, we have calculated all the s-o and 

momentum matrix elements and energy gap values involved 

in A. Using their experimental value of A = 0.44 ± .04, 

we then get a value of 23 ev for <^2'\^yz^^l>- "̂ "̂ ^̂  

is to be compared with the intraband shear deformation 
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potential matrix element E^ = < \ \ \ j \ \ > = ^ "^ ^^°"^ 

^ 30 
conductivity measurements. 

Wilson and Feher^^ also measured the relaxation 

rate due to the mechanism in (6.I) and compared the 

experimental value with the value obtained by theoretical 

formula after putting A = 0.44 from the measurement of 

shift in g-value due to strain. They found that the 

theoretical relaxation rate is too slow by about a 

factor of 2. In other words, if we are to estimate A 

from the relaxation rate measurement, assuming the 

proposed mechanism, we would get a value for A 2 times 

larger than 0.44. This in turn gives a value for 

<'A IE IA > 2 times larger than what we estimated. 
2' yz 1 

Rotĥ '̂  and Hasegawa^° have independently proposed 

another mechanism for the donor spin-lattice relaxation 

m Si, which is caused by the change in g-value due 

to valley repopulation and depends primarily on 

gn - g,. Wilson and Feher^'' in their experiment also 

measured the relaxation rate due to this mechanism. 

using their measured value, Yafet^^ then estimated 

E involved to be 20 ev. Comparison of this value 

with 7 ev from conductivity measurements gives us an 

idea about the range of error we should expect by 

estimating deformation potentials from spin-lattice 

relaxation measurements. 
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The author was informed that Hensel^^ was con

ducting an experiment to determine the change in Si 

electron effective mass d,ue to strain mixing of 

A-̂  and A^,, which will provide a check on our calculated 

results for the deformation potential matrix element. 
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TABLE I 

CORE STATE SPIN-ORBIT SPLITTING 

2p 

3P 

3d 

Exp. (ev) 

Corr. exp. (ev) 

calc. (ev) 

calc. (ev) 

calc. (ev) 

Si 

0.72 

0.60 

0.52 

Ge 

31 

27 

30 

4.0 

0.57 
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TABLE II 

RELATIVE MAGNITUDE OF CONTRIBUTIOIB TO g-TENSOR IN SI 

Term in (5-2) Relative magnitude 
involving: with respect to first 

term in 6gtf-̂  

6S1I 

5g| 

<A jPy lA3y> , 

<A3_|Py|A3^y>, 

<A jPy lA5y> , 

<A jPy |A3*y> , 

<A jPy |A3y>, 

< A , | p j A 3 ^ , 

<A-^|p2lA3^>, 

<A;^lP2lA3 ^> , 

<A jp jA3^> , 

<^IPzlV>' 

<H'KK>' 
<^,^'KK>' 
<i^i^''>' 
<A3^^1hjA3^, 

< A 3 ^ | h j A 3 ^ ^ , 

<V1PX1^ '> ' 
<A3^1hylA^S, 

<A3^^1hy lA /> , 

<A3^lhylAiS, 

<A3^^!hy|A,S, 

<A5^|pjA,> 

<A3^|p,lA3_> 

V'PzlV 
< A 3 ^ 1 P , I A I > 

<V"1PZ I ^> 

<A3^ihy|A^> 

<A71P^|A,> 

<A71PJA^> 

< A I ' 1 P X 1 V 

<A^'IPJA,> 

1 

0.7 

0.7 

-2 .6 

-2 .6 

-0 .5 

0.3 

-0 .2 

- 3 . 1 

-0 .3 

Note : 

The first term in 6g is the only one contributin 
In the two-band approximatiBn. 





cal. 

Si exp. 

cal. 

Ge exp. 
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TABLE III 

G-TENSOR 

6g|| &&]_ 

- .0027 -0.0036 

- .0028 -0.0040 

.1.0 +0.069 

-1.13 -0.082 
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APPENDIX 

Band Calculation for Ge 

A band calculation for Ge is done by the orthogonalized 

plane wave method. The crystal potential is assumed 

to be composed of two parts, coulomb part and exchange 

part. For the coulomb potential a superposition of 

atomic charge distribution is assumed. The atomic H-F 

wave function for Ge is furnished by Piper. For the 

exchange potential we adopt Slater's approximation 

V--(r) = -6L^p(r)j'^^ (A.l) 

lumping both core and valence charge densities together. 

The valence wave function is orthogonalized to atomic 

core wave function and the orthogonalization coeffi

cients A^ are listed in Table IV.. Note that the 

orthogonalization coefficients B^ in all the formulae 

related to the s-o splitting in this paper differ from 

the listed A^ by a factor of |? (B^= *f^ \ ) " '^^^^ ^"^ 
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because there are two atoms per unit cell for diamond 

structure and we have Included a I/A/T factor in the 

core function 0° ^ in (3.2) to have it properly 

normalized. By taking V^^^ = -2.58 ry according to 

F. Herman (physica^, 801, 1954), we have obtained 

the energy eigen-values (Table v) and eigen-vectors 

for states at T and L. The energy bands thus obtained 

agree qualitatively with a similar calculation by 

Herman, except that our calculation gives a r^3 state 

lower than Tg, state in energy, in contradiction with 

both Herman's calculation and experiment. However, 

an adjustment of the value for V^^^ can bring down V^, 

relative to r-,n state and produce a value for the 
15 

conduction-valence gap at r and L in agreement with 

experiment. For the most crucial gap value E^ - E 

in our g-tensor calculation we have used experimental 

value. Moreover, the calculated crystal band s-o 

splitting value depends primarily on the magnitude of 

the orthogonalization coefficients, the accuracy of 

which depends on that of H-F atomic core wave function. 

The plane wave coefficients are not even sensitive to 

band calculations for different substances of the 

same crystal structure. For example, comparing the 

Si result by K and P and the Ge result by us, we 

often find agreement to at least the first figure 
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between the corresponding plane wave coefficients for 

some of the Important states. Therefore, no attempt 

has been made to recalculate the eigen-values and 

eigen-vectors with different choices of V^^^. The 

calculated values for the plane wave coefficients for 

various states of Ge are contained in Table VT. 
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TABLE IV 

ORTHOGONALIZATION COEFFICIENTS FOR Ge 

|k+K| 

0 

3 

4 

8 

11 

12 

16 

19 

2 A ^Is 

.00469 

.00468 

.00468 

.00467 

.00466 

.00467 

.00464 

,00463 

*2s 

-.03287 

-.03193 

-.03167 

-.03066 

-,02994 

-.02970 

-.02879 

- .02813 

^3s 

.15285 

.12669 

.11920 

.09385 

.07872 

.,07427 

.05892 

.04952 

-lA^ 
2p 

.00000 

.00560 

.00641 

.00878 

.01006 

.01043 

.01169 

.01246 

-^^P 

.00000 

- . 08660 

- . 09390 

-.10505 

- .10479 

-.10393 

-.09848 

-.09330 

^3d 

.00000 

.15462 

.20933 

.28967 

.29512 

.29310 

.27682 

.26109 
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TABLE V " 

ENERGY EIGEN-VALUES (IN Ry. FOR Ge) 

^1 

- 1 . 9 2 4 

L2, 

- 1 . 7 0 4 

h' 

- 1 . 5 2 3 

^ 3 -

- 1 . 1 7 2 

r 
2 5 ' 

- 1 . 0 3 6 

h 

- 0 . 8 2 4 

^15 

- 0 . 7 9 2 

^ 2 ' 

- 0 . 7 6 5 

^3 

- 0 . 7 3 0 

4. 
- 0 . 4 7 8 
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TABLE VI 

PLANE WAVE COEFFICIENTS FOR GE 

(k+K) 

(000) 

(111) 

(200) 

(220) 

(311)^ 

(311)2 

(222) 

(400) 

(331)]_ 

(331)2 

(1/2 1/2 

(3/2 1/2 

(3/2 3/2 

(5/2 1/2 

1/2) 

1/2) 

1/2) 

1/2) 

(3/2 3/2 3/2) 

(5/2 3/2 

(5/2 3/2 

1/2)1 

1/2)2 

(5/2 3/2 3,/2) 

(5/2 5/2 
1' V /P 1 /P 

1/2) 
1 /P^ 

^ 

0.977 

-0.361 

0.007 

0.061 

0.018 

0.038 

-0.037 

1̂ 2' 

1.013 

- .217 

.160 

- .033 

.123 

- .097 

- .058 

- .042 

070 

r 
25' 

.796 

.669 

-.006 

-.148 

-.073 

-.094 

-.006 

L^ L3, 

,946 

.346 1, 

.249 -

.025 

-.127 

.047 

-.034 

-.054 -

. 03^4 

.002 

.149 

.188 

.085 

.134 

.128 

.004 

rg, 

.974 

.536 

.099 

.076 

.068 

^1 

.190 

-1.054 

.286 

.089 

- .025 

.022 

.058 

- .042 

- .030 

L3 

.820 

-.503 

.110 

-.254 

-.405 

-.106 

.043 

^15 

.990 

.316 

.113 

.110 

.026 

.020 

-.014 

^h 
-.178 

-.945 

-.085 

-.263 

-.119 

.049 

-.074 

-.009 

. 04l 
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Figure 1. Sketch of energy bands of Si along 
[100] axis of the Brlllouin zone, after Kleinman 
and Phillips. Superscript t is used to denote the 
2p core states. 
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Figure 2. Sketch of the energy bands of Ge along 
[111] axis of the Brlllouin zone, after our own band, 
calculation. The positions of Tp, and L-|_ states have 
been adjusted, to fit the experimentally observed gap 
values. The core states are not shown. 
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Figure 3. Convergence of the calculated spin-
orbit splitting values vs. number of orthogonalized 
plane waves taken in the wave function. The dashed 
lines indicate expected convergence. 
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Figure 4. Sketch of the spin-orbit splitting 
of the A3 valence band, of Si. The dashed curve 
represents interpolation from the calculated results. 
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